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ow comes Tamayo’s fourth published work 
Wa(o)nder: songs from the heart
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Robert Frost words: “Poetry is when an emotion has found 
its thought and the thought has found words!” William 

ordsworth adds: “Poetry is the spontaneous overflow of 

tranquility.”

way in humanity’s literature history. There are various 

Wa(o)nder

–
Frost’s Fire and Ice (“
fire/Some say in ice./From what I’ve tasted of desire/I hold 
with those who favor fire.”); W. B. Yeats” He Wishes for 
the Cloths of Heaven (“

How Do I Love 
Thee? (“How do I love thee? Let me coun
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ideal grace”) and Walt Whitman’s I Hear America 
Singing (“So be it when I shall grow old,/ Or let me die!/ 

to be/ Bound each to each by natural piety.’)

 alingat

sense of being alert to what is taking place at a moment’s 
er one’s nose.

commune with a rosebud (“Does one
beams/The rosebud that yawns?”), when blended sounds 
are heard (“My daily morning bears/The blend of manifold 
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afar.”), when he notices a couple (“I saw a couple/Tending 
each soul, their glow/ Pales my gloom.”), a yearning for 
songs (“When a day’s toil/ Drains my frame/My heart pan
for/ Your soothing songs.”) and a deep gratitude for gifts 
(“You tread on the lush glades/Comb undefiled caves/ 
Chase the tails of treasures/To come home giving gifts.”)

having finished a master’s degree in Theology and having 

Canvas of Life (“When the canvas of your life 
unveils/what can one gleam?” An arrow piercing its 

eker/A hunter soaking in a hot spring.”), or 
Healing (“When the heart heals/ It can no longer 

hear/The murmurs/Of flowing tears.”), and Unfurling 
Graces (“I hope to see and catch/ The unfurling of graces/ 
When I traverse/ From sunrise to sunset.”)

Love (“When love grows roots/ Compassion 

sunshine/Unfurling colors of light.”) Tamayo’s poems echo 

Love Preparing to Fly (“
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found “the language at its most distilled and most 
powerful.” And yet one does not have to 

“
understood.” Besides each person who reads the text can 

the pages of this book in the context of one’s own time and 

act to complete the whole. Tamayo’s own 



N.B. This review has also been published in MindaNews (the 
news service arm of the Mindanao Institute of Journalism) on 
February 10, 2024. 
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